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Plastics have become an ever-present material in our  
everyday lives, and global plastic waste continues to 
increase at significant rates. Municipalities and waste  
management companies have been tasked with new 
challenges since the dramatic shift of the Chinese National 
Sword. Meanwhile, our environment, especially our oceans 
and marine life, face existential threats. Collectively,  
we need to mitigate single-use plastics and focus on  

long-term alternatives, recycling whenever possible.
Through implementing effective measures in the plastic 
value chain, we can ensure the long-term health of our 
economies, communities and environment. TOMRA takes 
pride in being part of the solution to one of humanity’s 
monumental challenges, and we will continue to work with 
all our counterparts in the circular economy.

FOREWORD
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It’s no wonder why plastic is in practically every part of 
everyday life: it’s inexpensive, versatile in use, lightweight 
and resistant. Plastic plays a critical role in the protection 
and preservation of goods, helps prevents food waste and 
thanks to its lightweight, reduces transportation-related 
emissions. Whether being used in an automobile, electro-

nics or packaging, plastic helps meet consumer’s demands 
for convenience. What we do with the plastic after use, 
and how the plastics re-enter the circular economy 
remains the crux of the matter. The recovery and 
reprocessing of plastic depend on the plastics value chain 
and a shared vision for success without compromising the 
environment.

THE CHOICE WITH PLASTIC

PET 
water bottles
soft drink bottles
biscuit trays

HDPE 
milk bottles
shampoo
juice bottles

PVC 
cosmetic containers

LDPE 
rubbish bags
squeeze bottles

PP 
ice cream tubs
yoghurt cups

PS, EPS
plastic cutlery

OTHERS 
water cooler bottles

Replacing plastics in packaging and 
consumer products with alternative 
materials could raise environmental 

costs nearly fourfold.

Alliance to End Plastic Waste - www.endplasticwaste.org
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Even decades after the launch of the first universal 
recycling symbol, only 5% of plastic material is retai-
ned for subsequent use.1 While some forward-looking 
governments have introduced restrictions on single-use 
plastics and continue to aggressively reduce waste in 
the environment, there is still an urgent need to improve 

infrastructure, especially in developing countries, in  
addition to creating value from post-use plastics.  
Collaborative efforts between Industry, governments 
and NGOs are focused on advancing new technologies 
that not only minimize waste but also make recycling 
and recovering plastics easier.

COLLECTIVE ACTION

1Ellen MacArthur Foundation – The New Plastics Economy

of plastic material is retained for subsequent use5%
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The most notable and recent change in plastics recycling 
came with the Chinese National Sword Standard, which 
put an end to importing over 10 million metric tons of 
plastics per year. In 2019, India followed suit also banning 
the import of plastic waste and other waste importers 
have introduced new tighter restrictions.

This dramatic shift in the industry has created a global 
ripple effect. Many recycling programs and companies 
have temporarily reverted to incinerating recyclables, 

sending plastic waste to landfills or shipping to alternative 
but not as well-developed recycling locations. From an 
environmental standpoint, it is crucial that we move away 
from an export mindset as it comes with innate risk of 
leakage into the oceans.

Improving waste management infrastructures globally, 
particularly in industrialized countries, would ensure all 
waste can be locally managed appropriately. 

ONE STEP FORWARD, TWO STEPS BACK

million metric tons of plastics per year were imported

Oxford Analytica, Daily Brief, January 9, 2018

As of 2016 

10+
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With 8 million tons of plastic entering the ocean each year, 
we urgently need collective action to deliver new solutions 
to a global challenge of this scale. Innovations and techno-
logy-driven waste management have proven successful 
and also created viable economic opportunities. 

CIRCLING A NEW WAY 
FORWARD 
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The New Plastics Economy unites the greatest minds from 
across the plastic value chain to create a future in which 
plastics never become waste.

THE NEW PLASTICS 
ECONOMY

WASTE COLLECTION

CONSUMERS LITTERING

MATERIAL RECOVERY
(Waste Sorting)

PETRO
CHEMICAL
INDUSTRY

REPROCESSING

WASTE TO 
ENERGY

LANDFILL

RETAILERS PACKAGINGCONSUMER 
GOOD BRANDS

SUPERMARKET
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Where most see a problem with fi nancing waste extrac-
tion from the world’s oceans, Paul Manning, Chairman of 
Ocean Resource Management, sees a unique opportunity. 
“What the world has missed, is the massive wealth of raw 
materials fl oating in the oceans,” says Manning. With over 
30 years in the waste management industry, Manning is 

already familiar with optical sorting equipment to recycle 
just about everything fl oating in polluted waterways. His 
plan: to recycle waste at sea on board an ocean processing 
vessel and clear the oceans while making a profi t.

  www.oceanresourcemanagement.co.uk

ONE MAN, A BOAT AND A GIANT VISION
Each year, at least 8 million tonnes of plastics 
leak into the ocean — which is equivalent to 
dumping the contents of one garbage truck 

into the ocean every minute. If no action 
is taken, this is expected to increase to 

two per minute by 2030 and four 
per minute by 2050.

Ellen MacArthur Foundation
The New Plastics Economy
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Transforming the dream of a world without plastic waste 
into reality is not solved with a single answer. It requires an 
orchestrated effort among key stakeholders in the plastic 
value chain - including chemical and plastic manufacturers, 
consumer goods companies, retailers, waste management 
companies, and recycling technology companies.

WE’RE IN THIS TOGETHER – SUSTAINABILITY  
DEPENDS ON THE ENTIRE CHAIN
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LEGISLATORS
Introduce Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) schemes 
and proper waste management infrastructure. Modify strin-
gent standard prohibiting the use of recyclates, especially in 
food vs non-food packaging. Use economic instruments to 
promote recycling and the use of recyclates.

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
Drastically reduce the amount of virgin plastic production 
that is heavily reliant on ethane-derived gas ethylene, 
extracted by hydraulic fracturing which releases CO2

 and 
methane directly into the atmosphere. Invest in modern
recycling technology to include recycled material into your 
feedstock and to ensure a circular loop. 

PACKAGING INDUSTRY
Use recycled content in packaging and design packaging 
with monomaterials which are easier to mechanically 
recycle so materials can be recovered, reprocessed and 
reenter the circular economy.

CONSUMER GOODS COMPANIES
Select packaging that is fully recyclable at industrial 
facilities and made entirely (or at least a significant 
percentage) of recycled materials.

RETAILERS
Encourage suppliers to develop more sustainable products 
by allocating prime shelf space, and creating qualifications 
to ensure the products sold meet environmentally sustaina-
ble attributes. Avoid unnecessary single-use plastic in your 
operations.

CONSUMERS
Avoid unnecessary single-use plastics, use purchase power 
to buy products that support a more circular economy, and 
ensure proper waste disposal.

WASTE COLLECTION
Minimize landfill and waste-to-energy options where 
resource usage is suboptimal and limit export of waste. 
Instead introduce collection systems that place value on 
recycling materials that can be reprocessed and close the 
loop on the circular economy.

RECYCLING FACILITIES
Upgrade sorting plants to maximize the recovery of
valuable materials with a drive for highest quality. Move 
towards integrated recycling concepts, embracing both  
mechanical and chemical recycling, ensuring premium 
usage of secondary resources. 
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Beyond the environmental benefits of recycling plastic 
waste, there are positive economic shifts that also be 
expected. Economies built on use-once-and-discard are 
quickly embracing new business opportunities given the 
advanced sorting technologies that purify and deliver 
high-quality recyclates. A recent McKinsey report estima-
tes plastics reuse and recycling could generate profit-pool 
growth of as much as $60 billion for the petrochemicals 
and plastics sector.
Plastic-specific recycling goals will soon transform into 
self-learning quotas that will depend heavily on state-of-

the-art technology to achieve recycling rates. Packaging 
materials of the future will perhaps feature codes which 
can then be scanned in mechanical recycling plants to 
increase the quality of recovery. 
Recycling goals for plastic waste from end-of-life vehicles, 
large household appliances and electronic waste will also 
see a large boost in the near future. Recyclable product 
design and sensible recycling practices are essential to 
reducing potential pollutants and unwanted waste.

THE FUTURE IS BUILT ON RECYCLATES
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TOMRA Sorting Solutions is proud to be a leader in the 
resource revolution. With our sensor-based recycling  
solutions, we help our customers become even more 
sustainable while also improving their bottom line.

With a wide range of products specifically engineered 
for plastics recycling, TOMRA’s Flying Beam technology 
simultaneously detects and sorts plastic fractions by color 
and material types, resulting in higher quality and more 
valuable yields.

Just like you, plastics makers want to protect the environ-
ment for future generations. We’re working to ensure that 
plastics materials are responsibly used and then recycled.

RETHINK. REIMAGINE. 
RESOURCE.
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www.tomra.com/recycling

Recycling Headquarters 
Germany
TOMRA Sorting GmbH
Phone: +49 2630 9652 0
Fax: +49 2630 9652 101
recycling-sorting@tomra.com

Brazil
TOMRA Brasil Ltda
Phone: +55 11 3476 3500
Fax: +55 11 3294 3400
info-brasil@tomrasorting.com

China
TOMRA Sorting Technology 
Co.,Ltd
Phone: +86 592 5720780                         
Fax: +86 592 5720779                           
recycling.china@tomra.com

France
TOMRA Sorting Sarl
Phone: +33 4 67 56 39 66 
tss-info-france@tomra.com

Italy
TOMRA Sorting Srl
Phone: +39 0521 681082
Fax: +39 0521 681085
info-italy@tomrasorting.com

Japan
TOMRA Sorting K.K.
Phone: +81 48 711 3135
Fax: +81 48 829 9082 
info-japan@tomrasorting.com

Korea
TOMRA Sorting Co., Ltd.
Phone: +82 (0)31 938 7171
Fax: +82 (0)31 938 7173
info-korea@tomrasorting.com

Poland
TOMRA Sorting Sp. z o.o.
Phone: +48 32 352 60 93
Fax: +48 32 352 60 94
info-poland@tomrasorting.com

Russia
“TOMRA SORTING” LLC 
Phone: +7 495 970 45 98
info@tomrasorting.com

Spain & Portugal
TOMRA Sorting, SL
Phone: +34 972 154 373
Fax: +34 972 153 516
info-spain@tomrasorting.com

Turkey
TOMRA SORTING
Phone: +90 216 526 3337
Fax: +90 216 527 3394
TSS-info-turkey@tomra.com

UK & Ireland
TOMRA House
Phone: + 44 1509 23 22 39
info-uk@tomrasorting.com

United Arab Emirates
TOMRA Sorting DMCC
Phone: +971 4 3745743
Info-UAE@tomra.com

USA
TOMRA Sorting Inc.
Phone: +1 916 388 3900
Fax: +1 916 388 3905
recycling.us@tomra.com

Find your  
local contact

https://www.tomra.com/en/contact-us/local-contacts/country/Germany

